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ABSTRACT 

 

We live in a world with advertisements influencing our everyday life and there is absolutely 

nothing we can do about it. The only moment we are completely ad free is during sleep. 

Otherwise we are surrounded: we see or hear them on the radio, in newspapers, on television, we 

have them present in public space, both offline and online.  

The online environment presents a dreadful user experience. There are even examples of social 

media companies creating fake profiles to then have them mimic the real individual lifestyle and 

background. These profiles have a tremendous potential to increase in detail levels and 

complexity as they are paired with the online presence behavioral patterns, thus becoming rich in 

personal information such as shoe size or medical history. Unfortunately, it is this type of 

customer insights that reach the eager advertisers that are attempting to best target segments in 

order to maximize their profits. 

It has been observed during the last few years that the human brain has developed a certain 

avoidance mechanism against the invading advertisements, making the current situation both 

obvious and unacceptable for marketers. According to a Nielsen study, the human brain blocks 

the ads information transfer from the implicit (temporary) memory to explicit (definitive) 

memory.  

Similarly, the tech evolution contributes to the decrease of such content exposure, having 

AdBlock applications restrict the access of online ads for more than 30% of the internet users in 

2019. Furthermore, new regulations such as GDPR have also significantly restricted the online 

data collection process in Europe. 

An essential step was taken by Hu-manity.co in supporting the 31st human right: "everyone has 

the right to legal ownership of their inherent human data as property". Ideally, users would be 

able to only see the ads they wish to see, without revealing any personal data, while the 

advertisers could target their segments without wasting money on ignored ads.  

The solution is SNPad, a decentralized and transparent project based on blockchain where 

advertisers can publish ads on TV, radio, on the internet or digital panels, targeting their desired 

users without having access to their data. The user is the one who gets to decide what content to 



view by defining clear filters; in order to stimulate the brain's decision to assimilate the 

information, SNPad offers the user a considerable share of the paid price allocated by the 

advertiser for that ad. In addition to the platform offering small advertisers the opportunity to 

publish their ads on users' TVs at very low prices, the users are given the possibility to interact 

with ads in various ways, subscribe to a particular advertiser or even block those they do not 

appreciate. SNPad uses the SNP token on the platform for publishing, rewarding and much more. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The advertising industry dates back to Egypt, ancient China and the Middle Ages in Europe [1], 

continuously evolving from newspapers, posters, panels to radio, television and the Internet. 

Companies have grown dependent on the advertising industry in order to boost sales and a study 

shows that the amounts spent on advertising in 2019 reached up to 563 billion USD [2].  

In 2016, internet advertising becomes the first choice in the advertising world and has kept on 

increasing in share since, leaving the radio, TV, billboards and magazines far behind; 

unfortunately, alongside this quick development, there are also problems arising. The biggest one 

is fraud (Invalid traffic); in 2018, it had reached 35 billion USD, with a prediction of 100 billion 

by 2023 [3]. Radio and TV advertising are losing considerable ground mainly because of being 

too expensive for small companies to afford. The statistics offered to advertisers for TV or radio 

are in most cases purely speculative and the fact that users cannot be targeted makes the Internet 

their first choice in terms of advertising. 

The evolution of the Internet has not only led to the most reliable method of advertising, but has 

also given birth to a new technology. It is this technology that certainly changes the perspective 

of digitization, as a relatively old technology has been digitally transposed in 2008 by Satoshi 

Nakamoto. It is called “Blockchain" and has only a year later become the host of Bitcoin, the 

first ever cryptocurrency. 

In 2015 Vitalink Buterin launches the Ethereum platform also basing it on blockchain. This time 

around, it provides an asset called "Smart-contract" that allows the development of source code 

on blockchain in a decentralized and transparent manner. 

Advertising needed this missing piece, the blockchain, but the smart-contract is the key to 

solving all problems. SNPad brings all these technologies together, in a single platform, thus 

taking the advertising to a new level. 

 

  



PRESENT CHALLENGES ON THE ADVERTISING 

MARKET 

 

TTVV  ppuubblliicciittyy  

The commercials that appear on TV last for an average of 30 seconds and are usually grouped 

with other commercials. This requires the advertiser to manage to highlight the quality of his 

brand in a relatively short time. Especially because of this it can often prove to be very difficult 

for the advertiser to bond with the audience; moreover, in order to increase the ad’s impact and 

to ensure that the brand is committed to the consumer’s memory, the advertiser is forced to use 

campaigns over on a long period of time.  

Competing on a highly crowded market, companies fight for a limited advertising space, causing 

a significant increase in price levels, making it only affordable for the large companies. The cost 

of an advertising campaign particularly depends on when the advertiser wants to publish the ad 

and on the chosen media trust for publishing the ad. The prime time (19:00 - 23:00) costs are 

even higher and mostly fluctuate based on the tax levels, the rating points or on the set time. 

Campaigns outside of prime time are cheaper, but also imply reaching out to a limited audience. 

Numerous viewers perceive commercials as "white noise" while doing chores or even switch 

between channels when the commercials start running. Sadly for the advertisers, the public's 

feelings towards advertising campaigns are predominantly negative, causing TV to lose ground 

globally during the past few years. Consumers in general, but mostly teenagers have shifted 

towards other entertainment media, thus television advertising is prone to losing even more 

consumers if things don't change. 

Another great disadvantage present in television advertising is the lack of real-time feedback 

from the consumer. There is no possibility to skip an advertisement nor is there to appreciate or 

block one. TV did not manage to keep up to speed with these technological updates. Advertisers 

have no other means of segment targeting apart from selecting their broadcast hours and best 

fitting the destination of the media channel; moreover, they cannot assess the impact of the 

campaign in terms of reach, success or profitability. 

RRaaddiioo  ppuubblliicciittyy  

In the 1950s, it was feared that radio advertising would disappear once the TV advertising 

became more and more popular, but it did not happen, as the radio stations adapted to the 

changing customer needs and managed to gradually attract an even wider audience. Radio is the 

number one choice while in the car, followed by the public places and ultimately at home. It is 

unlikely for the radio to disappear in the near future, therefore remaining a lucrative advertising 

media. Nonetheless, it still presents a part of the disadvantages that TV does, with respect to the 



feedback from and the interaction with the consumer are completely lacking; also, there is no 

specific user targeting. Unlike the TV, the radio advertising has the price advantage as it requires 

a lower cost of both producing and streaming the ad. The Internet strongly contributes to the 

expansion of radio advertising, since most of the radio stations began broadcasting live via the 

internet; regrettably, the principle behind the advertising did not evolve. 

SSttrreeeett  ppuubblliicciittyy  

Street advertising demonstrates an upward trend in recent years, reaching a staggering 6.7 billion 

USD spent in 2019 and being estimated to amount 15.9 billion USD by 2027. The digital out-of-

home media (DOOH) is constantly growing due to the fact that technology is also evolving. 

Billboards are more and more present, especially in malls, shops and public institutions. 

Unfortunately, this type of publicity follows the TV and the radio in their lack of advanced 

consumer targeting and the impossibility of generating statistics on the unfolded campaigns. 

There are examples of digital panels capable of offering consumer interaction of collecting 

feedback from them, but extremely few. 

OOnnlliinnee  ppuubblliicciittyy  

“People are right that Google and Facebook do have a lot of data and there are nuances where 

they can use this data to be manipulative.” [4] - Eitan Hersh  

At the beginning of 2018, the "Facebook - Cambridge Analytica Scandal" has revealed that 

personal data of millions Facebook users had been collected without their explicit consent to then 

be used in political advertising. [5] This data was basically used to support the Trump presidency 

campaign, having users receive personalized advertisements depending on the traits of their 

created Facebook profile. By April 2018, Facebook had decided to adopt and implement the 

European GDPR regulation in all their impact areas, even those outside the European Union. In 

July 2019, the Federal Trade Commission has decided to fine Facebook with 5 billion USD as a 

result of their personal data breaches. In 2019, Netflix launches a movie called "The Great Hack" 

featuring the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica scandal. 

In the aftermath of this scandal, users have become more skeptical about the use of their personal 

data and the giant companies have started having problems in processing data and forming 

virtual profiles; however no one knows exactly how this data is being used. 

When it comes to internet advertising, this method is the most advanced from the technological 

point of view and is still preferred by advertisers simply because they have the complete set of 

tools at their disposal. Advertisers can target their consumers by specific detail, selecting from an 

array of available criteria, such as age, gender, geographic area, language and many more. The 

statistics resulted from the advertising campaigns are elaborate, accurately displaying the KPI 

results based on the targeted segments. 

The proliferation of the AdBlock applications and their increasing adoption among represents the 

greatest disadvantage of the online advertising, causing loses of over 30% of the total users 



simply because of their ad blocking plug-ins. Another sizable disadvantage is the fraud behind 

online advertising. An example of such fraud is the clicks given to exhaust competition’s balance 

or the invalid traffic made by publishers in order to increase their revenue by consuming the 

balance of advertisers. Despite these fearsome disadvantages, the internet is still the first choice 

in the category of advertising. 

 

  



ADVERTISING CALLS FOR AN UPDATE 

SSNNaadd’’ss  vviissiioonn  oonn  tthhee  ffuuttuurree  ooff  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  

We believe that when a person sees an advertisement they must actively notice and consume it, 

thus that person becomes a consumer by investing time and attention in that advertisement. In 

exchange for the received information, we believe that most of the price paid by the advertiser 

for that ad belongs to the consumer and, when felt appropriate, a small part to the publisher; this 

is the only way the effect of "banner blindness" can be stopped, an involuntarily effect learned by 

the consumer's neurons. The consumer must receive a reward for their attention to the 

advertisement, regardless of the media it came from: the TV, radio, street advertising or from the 

internet. 

The ability to provide feedback after watching an advertisement is essential for advertisers as 

well as for consumers. The consumer should be offered the chance to completely ignore an 

advertisement that they do not want to see, the right to express their opinion on the activity of an 

ad and even the right to choose their available intervals for seeing or hearing the advertisements. 

To get rid of the fear of psychological advertising, the advertisers must comprehend that an 

advertisement cannot be force-fed to any consumer, not based on on the traits resulted from their 

virtual profile and not because of some carefully selected criteria. We believe that human rights 

and freedom of choice are far more important than any marketing strategy or analysis.  

That's why SNPad changes the rules of the game and offers reverse targeting, so that the 

consumer targets the advertiser and not the other way around.  

Therefore, the ads become even more targeted since the consumer wants to actively watch them. 

In SNPad, publishers have to share their profit with the consumer if they really want them to 

consume an ad or disable AdBlock solutions. It is our belief that there should be a special 

connection between the advertiser and their consumer based on active communication and 

feedback, thus creating a win-win scenario. 

Transparency is fundamentally needed at this point in advertising and this is exactly why the 

SNPad solutions are blockchain integrated, in order to insure total transparency. 

In SNPad all advertisers are equal, offering the same opportunities both to a huge, powerful 

company as well as to a small advertiser with access to a smaller funding or benefiting from a 

smaller budget.  

In the upcoming chapters and subchapters there will be an explanation for each type of 

advertising and how to publish ads through SNPad, as well as the technical details and 

specifications where needed. 

  



SSNNPPaadd  oonn  SSmmaarrttTTVVss  

Statistics show that in 2018 more than 70% of the total of sold TVs belongs to the SMART-TV 

category [6]. It is the same percentage of 70% that seems to represent the average global 

penetration rate of the SMART-TV [7]. Going one step further, the internet penetration rate in 

people's homes in the first quarter of 2020 is 62% globally, with North America leading by 

90.3%, followed by Europe with 87.2% and having Africa at the opposite pole with only 42.2% 

penetration rate [8]. 

Having all the benefits of the technological advance at its disposal, SNPad reinvents TV 

advertising in a very simple way, yet efficient way with the SNPoST (T-elevision) application. 

The SNPoST application can be installed on smart TVs directly from the TV application store or 

manually installed on the USB stick if the TV allows it. After the installation itself, it is 

necessary to configure the SNPoST application following the indicated steps. The application 

will generate an Ethereum blockchain address and it will be used as a slave address only to be 

able to communicate within the blockchain.  

The slave address must be added by a master account in the SNPad platform. A master account 

can have multiple slave addresses assigned. We have decided not to store on the consumer’s TV 

the private key of the accounts that have token value, which is why the TVs use a slave account. 

After the application has been set up, there are two modes of operation available; for the first one 

the user can open the application from the TV menu, it self-detects that it has been opened 

manually and that the settings menu is open, giving the user the chance to make changes to his 

account. The second mode is the automatic launch of the application, which the user cannot do 

from their TV menu, this being the SNPad ads mode. 

 

How does SNPad ads work?  

Regular advertisement = the advertisement broadcast by the television channel 

SNPad advertisement = the advertisement is filtered according to the local profile and viewed 

from the SNPad platform 

 

The SNPad mode in the SNPoST application is designed to operate only during regular 

commercial time on the current television channel. When an usual ad is detected on the TV 

channel, the application opens automatically displaying the message "The SNPoS application has 

detected the ad on this channel" and displays the advertisers' ads from the SNPad platform. 

These ads are displayed according to the filter settings made by the user in their local profile on 

the application; therefore, the consumer decides which ads they want to see.  

The application closes automatically when it detects the end of the last regular ad on the channel 

or, depending on the customer’s settings, it can display a message announcing that on the current 

channel the regular ads had ended and that the SNPad application will close. The application also 



closes when the SNPad ad series had reached the end. Under no circumstances does the 

application allow the display of a new SNPad advertisement if the channel is no longer in the 

regular advertising time interval. SNPoST does not even open if the user has only been watching 

the current channel for 5 minutes or less, nor if another SNPad ad session had ended within the 

last 5 minutes. The application is active by default without needing to be opened by the user 

when turning on the TV. LIVE TV mode (dvb-c, dvb-t, dvb-s) is the only mode the application 

works in and any other mode (on applications like YouTube or Netflix) temporarily disables it; 

in this case, the application displays the message "The SNPoS application has been disabled" and 

when returning to live TV mode, the message “SNPoS is on” will be displayed. 

 

How does SNPoST know when ads start on the current channel? 

In the current version, the SNPoST application does not detect the moment when advertisements 

start or end, this being done by the SNPad miners. In order to be able to synchronize the start and 

end moment of the regular advertisement interval, the SNPoST application uses a 

communication node every second to find out whether the advertisement is displayed on the 

current channel or not. The node is the one that decides when the application should open or 

close; that is precisely why the user is free to choose from the settings menu the node they want 

to provide this information, by default being chosen the node with the best reputation in the 

country where the user resides. 

 

How does the SNPoST reward system work on TV? 

For each ad viewed via SNPad the user receives a reward of 75% of the tokens allocated by the 

advertiser for publishing that ad. The only exception to the reward system are those SNPad ads 

from advertisers that the user has specifically expressed that they wish to watch without 

receiving any reward. Only the fully viewed SNPad ads are rewarded. SNPad ads with MULTI-

AD interaction have a special reward for each ad and this equals at least 25% of the main ad 

reward. 20% of the reward is directed to the chosen node by the user and the remaining 5% is 

directed to the dividend pool on the main snp.network platform. 

 

What interaction methods does SNPoST offer? 

SNPad TV commercials may contain user interactions if chosen by the advertiser. These involve 

using the TV remote control to interact with the advertisement. MULTI-ADs involve at least one 

up to four ads with additional details regarding the main ad. MULTI-ADs are intended to provide 

additional details if so chosen by the user.  

For example, a main advertisement for a mobile phone may have four other sub-ads, such as 

individual presentation for: Camera, Design, Performance or Display. At the beginning of the 

main advertisement, the user is informed by a message "This SNPad advertisement contains 



interaction" and in the last 10 seconds of the advertisement there would be displayed the four 

colors on the TV remote control, RED, GREEN, YELLOW, BLUE in the lower half of the TV 

screen, each with details about a possible additional presentation. Should the user agree to watch 

an additional advertisement, the selected color remains active on the TV until the end of the 10 

seconds and the message with the selected destination is displayed in the corner of the TV, for 

example: "Next: Design". After watching the additional ad and the rest of the options appear in 

the last 10 seconds of the ad, except for the ones already viewed, since it can’t be watched again. 

If the user watches all sub-ads, the cycle is considered closed and goes forewrd to the next 

general ad. 

After seeing each SNPad ad, the user can add a LIKE or DISLIKE to the ad or even add that 

advertiser to their SUBSCRIBE list, by using the colors on the remote control, since pressing any 

color in the default SNPad ad sessions displays the LIKE, DISLIKE, SUBSCRIBE or BLOCK 

buttons. If the user wishes, they can use the BLOCK function to block that advertisement from 

being shown again. If they want to to completely block the advertiser and all their ads, this 

option is available in the application settings. The user can skip any SNPad ad if he does not like 

it by pressing the BACK button on the remote control, but the reward will not be received. Ads 

with QR interaction involve the use of the SNPoSM mobile application (M-Mobile) and 

similarly to MULTI-AD ads, this type of ad is announced by a displayed message at the 

beginning of the ad. In the last 5 seconds of the advertisement, a QR code is displayed on the TV 

screen and it must be scanned with the phone for the additional reward, if so desired. Scanning 

the QR guarantees at least a reward equal to that obtained from viewing the initial SNPad ad, if 

the user meets the conditions required by the advertiser. After scanning the QR code, the user 

can receive three types of additional reward offer: 

1. Additional Reward for correctly answering to three questions regarding the previously 

watched ad content. 

2. Additional Reward if the user adds to their Contacts list the advertiser's phone number on their 

phone. 

3. The possibility of winning a coupon. This type of interaction is announced on the TV while 

displaying the QR code. 

 

SNPad anti-fraud measures on SNPoST 

It is possible that not all users would be respectful of the norms, so there is a need for an anti-

fraud set of measures to be in place. The SNPoST application only mirrors the security system 

from the SNP smart-contract; if a person tries to bypass the normal code of the SNPoST 

application, they would not receive the reward, because the created breach cannot be fulfilled in 

blockchain. Here are some practical examples: 

In the case of a user trying to get a reward on an incompletely viewed ad, it couldn’t be valid 

because the beginning and end moments of the ad are declared to the node; then, the node 

declares them instantly to the blockchain, where the algorithm computes the viewing time. 



In the case of a user trying to watch ads outside the ad interval on the channel, they would not be 

valid, because the consensus system would conclude that at the moment of the reward request 

there was no ad registered on that channel. 

In the case of a user trying to get a reward for an ad stating that they were watching a certain 

channel at that time, it would not pass the 5-minute channel check. When a user switches the 

channel, it is communicated to the node. Then, the node draws up a list with all the users' 

addresses and updates it in blockchain at every one minute interval. 

Many other security functions are detailed in the smart-contract; centralized applications have 

their security measures mirroring those in blockchain, not necessarily in order to prevent fraud, 

but rather for to insuring a clean flow of interaction with the SNPad platform, therefore the anti-

fraud measures are made clear in the smart-contract. 

Current situation for TVs with root restrictions 

Most TV companies secure their root access to the operating system. It is a healthy and 

recommended thing, but for application developers it represents a big impediment, sometimes 

even a total barrier. In the case of SNPad, the root restriction represents an impediment, but TV 

manufacturers have left various courses of action available to solve these problems. The ideal 

solution is to directly talk to the manufacturer and have them grant special access to a particular 

user for the developed application, but it only works for "must have" applications. 

Another solutions provided by manufacturers are the REST API solutions, websockets or 

creating their own libraries. We will take as an example the manufacturer of smart TVs LG that 

is using the WEBOS operating system with the above mentioned restrictions. LG has allocated a 

user for developers called "prisoner" and just as the name itself suggests, it has a very limited 

access. The websocket channels developed by LG for application developers allowed us to 

develop a dongle that permits the running of the SNPoST application just as if it were running as 

a background application. In fact, the dongle notifies the TV when to start and close the SNPoST 

application, so that the root access is no longer necessary and the application works in 100% 

within its parameters.  

Should the SNPad platform become a "must have" application, discussions would be scheduled 

with TV producers in order to to create a special user, thus eliminating the need for a dongle. 

Until that moment, the dongle represents the current solution to the problem. 

SNPad Dongle for TVs with root restrictions 

The SNPoST application must permanently synchronize with the node in order to know when or 

not there are advertisements on the viewed channels, but the manufacturer does not allow the 

application to run in the background; therefore, it enters a SLEEP stage while it is not open. The 

SNPad Dongle facilitates this for the SNPoST application and synchronizes with the node 

without stopping.  

When the dongle notices changes in the node’s API, it notifies the SNPoST application to open 

or to close. One dongle is enough for all TVs in the house, their only limitation being the 



capability of the dongle which in theory supports somewhere around 20 simultaneous TVs. 

SNPad Dongle was developed for Raspberry Pi Zero W, a device priced at 10 USD;  in addition 

to this cost, it is also needed an SD card with a minimum of 4GB, but a 32GB is recommended. 

It is enough to install on the SD card the SNPoS image downloaded from the snp.network site 

and then be inserted in any type of raspberry pi to become SNPad Dongle. 

In order to work, the dongle requires to be connected to the same network as the TVs. This can 

be done in two ways: either after installing the image on the card by editing the SSID and 

password lines in the wifi.cnf file or after starting the dongle by connecting it to the hotspot 

automatically made by the dongle for configuration.  

In the case of connecting the Raspberry Pi via the Ethernet cable, this configuration is no longer 

necessary. Connecting the dongle to the Wi-Fi network involves scanning the Wi-Fi signal with 

a phone, a tablet or any device with Wi-Fi and connecting it to the ssid "SNPad Dongle"; without 

having a password, it automatically offers an IP via DHCP. Once connected, there will be an 

attempt of accessing any internet browser and entering any internet page.  

The dongle has a DNS server that will have any address lead to the dongle setup page. Once the 

setup page is open, there would be two inputs (SSID and password) and two buttons (scan and 

send). By pressing the SCAN button, a list of all the access points found by Dongle would be 

displayed, the SSID that gives access to the TV network must be chosen, followed by the input 

of the access password and finished by pressing the SEND button.  

Once being connected, a message would be displayed and the Wi-Fi device gets disconnected 

from the dongle, turning off the hotspot, the DHCP server and the DNS settings on the dongle. 

The Raspberry Pi Zero W Dongle can be powered from any USB source, but if used for only one 

TV, it can be connected to the TV's USB. 

At this point, any TV can find the dongle in the network so that the SNPoST application can be 

used. 

Advantages and disadvantages of SNPad Dongle 

The advantages of the dongle are very important, the first of which is the pre-download of the 

ads before they are displayed. If the pre-download option is active, the user can also watch 

commercials in 4K format, even if the TV station is only HD or even SD. The dongle saves the 

TV from any additional processing, succeeding in connecting to the nde without the intervension 

of the SNPoST application, while also concluding the smart-contract interaction part, insuring 

that the TV is only displaying the SNPad ads.  

The dongle has an advanced statistics web page, where the user can find information about how 

long they have watched the ads, a history of their ads and their interaction, their reward history, 

their own audience statistics on each channel and much more. The dongle offers the possibility to 

directly use the existing settings of the SNPoST application on several TVs simultaneously, 

without having to do the setting up for each one separately. SNPoST application settings can also 

be done through the dongle in a much simpler way. The same dongle can be used in SNPad 

Online (browser ads). 



We believe that the only disadvantage is the presence of an additional device for SNPad 

operation and that additional cost of 10USD for the purchase of the dongle and the SD card. For 

those who want to test the SNPad platform first, they can simulate the dongle in the SNPoSM 

mobile application and, if they like the system, they can buy a raspberry PI Zero W as a dongle 

or they can continue with the SNPoSM application indefinitely. 

 

SSNNPPaadd  oonn  NNOONN--SSMMAARRTT  TTVVss  

YES, non-smart also means the classic tube TV. SNPad is designed to be present on any type of 

TV. Since the SNPoST application cannot be installed on a NON-SMART TV, we bring another 

product on the table, the SNPad STB (Set Top Box): SNPad STB is a TRI-BAND DVB-C, 

DVB-T and DVB-S + IPTV signal receiver; in other words, it can be used in any television 

system.  

SNPad STB is actually a receiver with Enigma operating system and SNPoST plugin installed 

and since the receiver has no root access limitations, it no longer requires a dongle. The settings 

on the SNPad STB are the same as on the dongle and the setup is done exactly as presented in 

the SNPoST application.  

SNPad STB can also be used on SMART-TV if wanted, having SCART, HDMI, VGA ports that 

can be used on several devices. In the SNPoS image for STB, the SNPoST application is directly 

integrated into the menu in the network branch; from there, the SNPad setup is executed and the 

displayed wizard has to be followed. At the end of the setup, the slave account of the STB must 

be paired with the master address of the user. 

To sum up, the SNPad STB is the combination of Dongle and SNPoST. 

SNPad STB has the potential to use the AI algorithm of miners for ad detection, definitely 

making it  the first option for the node-free detection update in the SNPad platform. 

TThhee  rroollee  ooff  tthhee  nnooddee  iinn  SSNNPPaadd  oonn  TTVV  

SNPad is a global project and this requires the SNPoST users to connect to a node with live 

information on the TV channels in their country. For each user registered in blockchain on the 

node, the node owner receives 20% of the reward set by the advertiser for the consumer after 

they had consumed the advertisement. It is highly recommended for that node to possess the 

complete list of information for all channels in the user's country; the more complete the list and 

the more correct the given information is, the more users the node would attract.  

The node receives the information from the miners and it is up to the node owner to establish the 

price level or whether there is a price to be paid at all for the received information. The node is 

responsible for all the provided information to the users and depends on the users' actions; it has 

a rating that increases or decreases depending on the accuracy of the provided data. The node 



must ensure that its miners are fast and correct. A node can have several miners for a single TV 

channel, any decision being made automatically by consensus 50% + 1. Communication and 

understanding between the node and the miners remain in their hands and can be compared with 

the "Pool - miner" situation of Bitcoin . 

The node runs an API server for SNPad users and a websockets server for miners. When miners 

deliver a change in information, it is communicated it to the node and the node publishes it by 

consensus in the public API for users. Communication between MINER and the NODE is done 

through websockets with public key encrypted messages. To register a new miner, the node has a 

script that automatically enters the miner into the database after a new alias had been set. After 

declaring the alias, it generates an IDKEY, a private key and a public one. 

The IDKEY and the public key have to be sent to the miner for him to then use these keys to sign 

and encrypt their messages. The node receives both the encrypted message and the IDKEY, then 

using the private key assigned to that IDKEY to decrypt the message. The message also includes 

a timestamp per millisecond, so that the message is unique each time. The message contains 

information about the current status of regular commercials on TV channels. 

 

SSNNPPaadd  AAII  sseerrvveerr  aaddDDeetteecctt  ––  MMiinneerrss  

AI miners are currently vital for the SNPad platform, because the performance of the TVs is not 

strong enough yet for live ad detection directly from the SNPoST application. In the future, when 

TVs will have had acceptable performance levels for the SNPad AI detection algorithm, miners 

would no longer be needed. SNPad provides miners with a script that uses Artificial Intelligence 

that uses a neural and logical network component for the automatic detection of regular 

commercials on TV channels.  

In order to be able to detect advertisements, the script must be run on a high-performance server. 

As an example, the testing phase have been performed on an HP Z800 server with two physical 

X5660 processors, having 48GB of RAM and a 1TB SSD; this server has ran seven channels 

simultaneously at a 14% AVG capacity. Miners can provide their information to several nodes 

concurrently for increased gain, but this decision belongs to them.  

It is essential for the miner to have a streaming source of TV channels, either in the form of IP 

stream or local stream through TV tuners. Professional tuners are capable of decoding up to 8 

simultaneous frequencies; these 8 frequencies can have up to 10 digital TV channels each, so 

with a single TV tuner it is possible can get up to 80 streams of TV channels. 

Principle of operation of the AI miner 

In order to detect the advertisements on the TV channels, the Artificial Intelligence system is 

used to recognize audio segments stored in the database, similar to the function of the Shazam 

application. For each TV channel a worker is opened that obtains live audio segments cuts every 



5 seconds which he compares in turn with the database; if there is a match between them, certain 

scores are given depending on the type of match.  

In order for a television channel to be declared in the usual active advertising mode, it must reach 

10 neural points and in order to deactivate the ordinary advertising mode, it must reach 0 neural 

points. Neural points are given based on several types of filtration. The live audio segments on 

live channels are compared to several types of audio segments, namely the IAD, ISD and the 

LSD. Audio segments are not stored as such in the database, but take the form of a fingerprint in 

the database and cannot be brought back to the audio segment state from the fingerprint state. 

Each live audio segment is compared to the fingerprints in the databases and only if it does not 

correspond to any fingerprint segment in the database, it is stored in LSD and is given a score of 

0. It needs to be mentioned that the miners themselves do not send any audio segment directly to 

users or the node, but use for personal purposes the audio segments after which they store them 

in the form of fingerprint of that segment. For example, for every millisecond they memorize 

how high the volume has reached in the database and a volume pattern gets created for each 

millisecond, making it impossible to generate that fingerprint as an audio file. After comparing 

the fingerprints it sends the information to the node together with an ID and the value 0 or 1. 

The miner may choose to run their own node or provide the information to another node under 

previously agreed upon conditions. In order to add the node to which the information regarding 

the advertisements is to be communicated, the IDKEY and the public key received from the node 

must be declared. This can be done through the web interface provided to the miner or directly 

from the worker script.  

The next update involves integrating visual recognition into the ads mining detection system. 

Local Segment Database (LSD) 

LSD represents the database with local segments and each stored segment has the name 

generated depending on the timestamp at the moment of storage. Each LSD starts with a score of 

0. If a live segment compared to the LSD database is associated, the associated segment (master) 

receives 1 neural point on the recognition count. If the associated master is part of the top 500 

LSD in descending order of the count, then the channel receives 2 neural points. If it is part of 

the top 100 LSD count, then it receives 3 more neural points and if it is in the top 10, the channel 

receives 4 neural points. The times from the last advertising session are also taken into 

consideration, but these aspects would be further detailed in a separate documentation of the AI 

miner. If however the segment is not found in the LSD, it decreases by 4 points the neural score 

of the channel. 

Integer Segment Database (ISD) 

ISD is a database that comprises fingerprints on segments longer than 5 seconds. ISD 

fingerprints are common to all channels compared to LSD which are used only for the channel 

that generated them. ISD segments are obtained where there is a supposed regular ad on the 

channel that has not been identified yet as IAD.  



For example, if a movie is running on a TV channel from 20:00 and the first commercial 

segment is detected at 20:35:30, the AI system knows which was the last LSD before the 

commercials and marks it for instance with ID 100. After the ads end, the AI marks the first LSD 

after the publicity interval with say ID 500. This assumes that between ID 100 and ID 500 there 

were ads on that channel.  

The segment between 100 and 500 is split by a silent detect script and then the split segments are 

stored as ISD. If this movie is replayed the next day at different times, the AI system knows that 

the movie in the fingerprint with ID 100 has continuity with the ID 500 and any difference 

between these two fingerprints is a potential advertisement, therefore BDI segments are 

generated.  

ISDs are also generated from unidentified LSDs between two IAds, which are potential new ads. 

Similarly with the case of LSDs, each segment in ISD has a match count and also contributes to 

the live neural score. For each ISD identified live, the channel receives 3 neural points. These 

aspects would be further detailed in a separate documentation of the AI miner. 

Identified Advertisements Database (IAD) 

IAD is the database that is comprised of all identified ads as a result of both ISD and BDL 

filtering, being a common fingerprint database for all channels. In order for a segment to qualify 

for IAD, that segment must amount 2000 count points from the ISD segments. Each local 

recognition of an ISD contributes with 1 count point, but if the recognition is made from a 

different television channel than the initial one, it contributes with 100 count points. If several 

channels recognize the same segment, their recognition contributes massively to the fulfillment 

of the ISD count score.  

In most cases when the ads start, it is the IAD that declares the start of the ads, because it 

provides 10 neural points to the channel. It is the most common match made in the miner's AI 

algorithm and is the first verification rule, followed by ISD and LSD. If the ad session has started 

and the live segment is not found among the IAD fingerprints, it means that the ad is relatively 

new or that the miner has less than 14 days collecting the live data. The IAD no longer contains 

count points and the only given neural score is the 10 points for each found match. 

Neural score 

The neural score is the one that declares the status of the ads running on channels. The moment a 

channel reaches 10 neural points, it is declared to be in active advertising mode; if over time the 

score decreases, but keeps above 0 points, the channel is still in active advertising mode, but if 

the score reaches 0, advertising mode is deactivated. The neural score decreases and increases 

depending on the live segment detection algorithm. The main IAD, ISD and LSD functions 

contribute to the score, as well as others such as SilentDetect, SmartTime, Premiere broadcast, 

Repetitive broadcast, KNM (Keep Neural Max) and more. Let's take the example of a premiere 

film running on the worker's channel. Here is how the neural system proceeds: 

[0 neural points] -> before any segment has been received  



An audio segment during the movie is received by the AI algorithm and the movie had been 

running for 30 minutes, so it automatically receives 2 neural points from SmartTime because the 

time from the last ad session is longer than 20 minutes. At the moment there are 2 neural points, 

but IAD, ISD and LSD do not find any match; as a result, the LSD announces the decrease of the 

neural score by 4 points, the neural score becoming 0. Because of the Premiere broadcast 

algorithm also meets the criteria, it also offers a negative 2 neural points, thus the neural score 

remains 0. 

[0 neural points] -> before any segment has been received 

This time the ad session starts but the algorithm has yet to detect it. The first two points come 

from SmartTime for the long pause; then, the audio segment is received by the AI algorithm, but 

supposing the ad is on a local channel and the IAD is not found, but the ad is found in the ISD, 

giving 3 neural points to the channel, which now has 5 neural points. It is obvious that LSD has 

also found this match and if we were to assume that it is a top 1000 count, in results in 2 extra 

points, now adding up to 7 neural points. As the SilentDetect algorithm senses the silence 

between the movie and the commercial, it also allocates 2 neural points, now reaching a sum of 9 

neural points: 9. Because the "premiere broadcast" ends, yet another 2 points are allocated to the 

neural score, amounting now 10 neural point, because even if the resulting score would be 11, it 

cannot surpass the maximum of 10. At this moment, the start of advertising campaigns on this 

channel is announced. 

The KNM script maintains the maximum score as long as it finds at least one LSD or ISD match, 

provided that the ad mode is active, regardless of the current neural score. 

The SmartTime script times the duration of the ad session and averages the last 4 weeks for that 

specific interval and day. For example, if on that Tuesday the channel between 14:00 and 15:00 

runs commercials that usually last 550 seconds, it offers negative LSD scores depending on the 

time spent compared to the average. In this case, if the ad had run for less than 50% of the 

average time would receive one negative neural point if no fingerprints are found. But if this ad 

has more than 50% of the average time, but less than 75%, it would receive negative 2 points for 

the not found fingerprint and if the ad exceeds 75% of the average time and is still not found to 

match any fingerprint in the top 1000, it receives negative 4 neural points.  

In the case of that the film being replayed, the Expected segment algorithm would also grant 

negative 4 neural points. 

SNPad AI server web interface – Miner 

In order to facilitate the ads mining activity, SNPad has developed a simple and intuitive web 

interface for monitoring the mining activity, as well as the most important activities connected to 

it. The interface has four categories: “Home”, “Channel details”, “Add new channel” and 

“Parameters”. 

All categories display four boxes on the top, consisting of the most important information, 

namely: “Total IAD” which represents the total number of IAD segments, “Total ISD” which 

represents the total number of ISD segments, “Working channels” which represents the number 



of channels the worker is on and “Channels on AD” which represents the number of channels 

detected to be in regular advertising mode. 

The "Home" category is the default one and here are four more boxes displayed, containing  

insights about the current mining server, such as CPU usage, RAM usage, HDD stats and 

Network Traffic, all updated in real time. Underneath all these, there are live screenshots for all 

channels with active worker, by default being deactivated. Once the "Live screenshots" toggle is 

activated, live screenshots will be displayed from the channels with active workers at 10 second 

intervals. Live screenshots are disabled only when the Home category is left or if the "Live 

screenshot" toggle is switched off. Below the live screenshots there are the live logs displaying 

information from the workers for all the channels that are on; these logs can be filtered for the 

separate display of IAD, ISD or LSD. 

In the “Channel details” category there is a table structured on informative columns, showcasing 

information such as: “Channel”, “Last AD start”, “Last AD stop and duration”, “State duration”, 

“Status”, “Status Ad” or “Neural points”. The last column presents the "More" button that offers 

advanced details about the selected channel. Each line in the table refers to the channels added to 

be mined, including the disabled ones. The “More” button opens the advanced details page 

where there is a box called "Channel information and live streaming". This box contains 

information about this channel such as: “Last AD start”, “Last AD stop”, “Neural points”, “AD 

Status”, “Last silence”, “Last AD duration”, “Running status”, “Last LSD”, “Last ISD”, “Last 

IAD”, “LSD deleted” or “New LSD”. Below all this information there is mentioned the source 

from where the worker takes over the streaming source for mining and on the right there is the 

live video streaming from that source. Under the “Channel information and live streaming” we 

find a graphical representation of the log for the last 24 hours. 

The next box provides quick access to worker scrutiny, providing the miner with control over 

scripts such as “New script”, “LSD detect”, “ISD detect”, “Delete script”, “State control’, all of 

which are toggles that can be instantly turned on or off. The last box represents the LIVE LOGS 

on the selected channel. The log filters are also available, such as “LSD”, “ISD” or “IAD”. 

The "Add new channel" category is the page where the miner can add a new mining channel; it 

only requires the setting of an Alias and the stream address. 

In the "Parameters" category there are the miner’s usual settings, such as the node address and 

the workers’ tweeks. 

SSNNPPaadd  oonn  ddiiggiittaall  ppaanneellss  --  DDiiggiittaall  BBiillllbbooaarrddss  

The digital outside-of-home (DOOH) media is constantly increasing in popularity, mainly due to 

the digitalization and the technological evolution. Statistics show that in 2019, the USA have 

spent over 2.68 billion USD on DOOH ads, the figures only being expected to increase by the 

year [9]. Over 6.7 billion USD has been spent on DOOH ads globally and it is estimated that by 

the end of 2027, the numbers would reach approximately 16 billion USD [10]. 



Digital billboards are a common choice for advertisers who tend to mass-target, rather than limit 

their audience. SNPad changes the classic concept of digital billboards and provides it with the 

necessary upgrade. DOOH's connection to the SNPad platform brings advertising to the 

consumer's attention, stimulating active involvement through the reward system and its 

incentives for interaction.  

From the very beginning, SNPad designed the platform in such a way as to be compatible for 

implementing on the already existing billboards, so that publishers worldwide could have access 

to this upgrade for their digital panels. All they have to do to connect a billboard to the SNPad 

platform is to download the SNPoSB (B-Billboard) image and install it in the current system. If 

the current system is not based on Linux, they have the possibility of purchasing a Raspberry PI 

on which they can run the SNPoSB image.  

After installing the image, the panel starts running in an exclusively new manner, namely 

connected to blockchain. The first run automatically generates a QR code that must be scanned 

from the SNPoSM application in Settings section -> “Add new panel” or directly from the online 

platform ads.snp.network. Scanning the QR code involves adding the panel address (slave) by 

the user's master address. After adding the address, the panel location and the minimum offered 

reward for that panel must also be established. 

If an advertiser wants to promote an ad using that panel, but sets a lower reward than the 

minimum required by the publisher, the advertiser's ad will not appear on that panel. The panel 

uses the blockchain address only to sign the message that would be sent by consumers to the 

smart-contract. The panel communicates directly with the blockchain just to get the video list to 

be displayed and the necessary details. The information sent by the panel in the blockchain is 

made through the consumer through messages signed with their private key. The address of the 

panel is not needed in the message, since the smart-contract through the decryption function is 

able to find the sender, therefore the message is unique and may only have one sender who could 

have signed that message, in this case the panel. 

The reward process through digital panels 

In order to receive the reward offered by the advertiser, it is necessary to scan the QR code 

displayed on the panel. A QR code would be displayed throughout the ad in the lower right 

corner, giving the possibility to be scanned by any users who see the ad. To scan the QR code it 

is necessary to install the SNPoSM mobile application on the mobile device (phone or tablet). 

Users who scan the QR code would receive 75% of the reward set by the advertiser, 20% 

reaching the master address of the panel owner and the remaining 5% would be directed into the 

snp.network dividend pool. 

The provided reward is set by the publisher. If the user scans a QR code with the default ad while 

the advertiser had set a reward of 10 SNP tokens, but the publisher has accepted a minimum 

reward of 6 SNP tokens, the offered reward would only bell be 6 SNP tokens. 

An advertisement may have multiple rewards if the advertiser chooses additional methods of 

interaction. The additional interaction guarantees at least the doubling of the default reward, the 



exception being the coupon, which does not require additional interaction with the 

advertisement. In order to receive the additional reward, the user must meet the conditions 

imposed by the advertiser for the interaction mode. The additional reward is no longer shared 

with the publisher, since the interaction takes place between the advertiser and the consumer 

without the publisher’s active involvement; therefore, the reward for meeting the additional 

interaction requirements is 95% for the consumer and the remaining 5% return to the dividend 

pool on the platform. 

SNPad interaction modes on digital panels 

The advertiser can now benefit from a new opportunity to communicate with the consumer of his 

commercial. Having innovative opportunities for interacting with the consumer, they can provide 

an additional incentive to ensure that the ad would definitely stand out in the consumer's eyes. 

The advertiser can opt for the additional “Q&A” interaction mode which, after scanning the QR 

code, displays a message on the mobile device, informing the consumer that accepting this 

interaction involves viewing the complete commercial on their mobile device. The consumer can 

review the ad whenever they wish before answering questions. After giving their consent, they 

will be asked three questions about the content of the commercial; if the consumer answers all 

three questions correctly he receives an additional reward that has a value equal or greater than 

the default one. Denying participation in the interaction implies receiving only the default 

reward. The same happens if the user does not answer all three questions correctly. 

The "Contact" interaction mode assumes that after scanning the QR code, the user accepts the 

automatic storage of the contact data belonging to the advertiser on their device. If the user 

accepts the application, it automatically opens the phonebook and adds the contact details and 

the advertiser's name, without automatically saving the data. It waits for the user's confirmation, 

after giving them the chance to rename the advertiser, but their contact data must remain intact to 

confirm the extra reward. After the agreement submitted the application checks to see if the 

contact data has been saved in the address book and allocates the bonus reward if they are valid. 

If the data was not found in the agenda, the additional reward is not allocated. Refusal to store 

the advertiser's data implies the allocation of the standard reward, without any additional action. 

The "Coupons" interaction mode is far more complex for advertisers but in the same time 

simpler for the end user. After scanning the QR code, no extra user interaction is required, as the 

user automatically becomes a participant in the advertiser's coupon campaign. SNPad coupon 

campaigns cannot be defrauded and cannot offer fictive rewards or prizes, because all coupons 

are deposited in blockchain, thus being visible and transparent. Any and all information 

regarding the coupon campaign is made public.  

Anyone can check for various insights, such as how many coupons are there and their type, what 

the set winning rate is, how many coupons have already been won, how many have been claimed 

and how many are still available. When the user wins a coupon from the last QR code scanned, 

they get a notification in the SNPoSM application and the coupon is added in the Coupons 

section.  



Another important factor in the SNPad platform is the claim of the won prizes as any prize won 

can only be claimed by the winning address. To claim a prize, the winner must click on the 

coupon when collecting their prize and the SNPoSM application generates a QR code with a 

message signed by the winner's address. The advertiser scans that QR code and it is instantly 

saved in the blockchain. SNPad verifies if the message is signed by the winner's address and 

updates after the required agreement the status of the coupon from “Won” to “Claimed”. Thus, 

the fictitious campaigns in which prizes are offered, but never accessed by the users or even 

inexistent have come to an end. 

Ads on digital panels are displayed until the ad budget is exhausted, without taking into account 

those ads that had not been properly scanned. The ads are displayed in series that are randomly 

formed from the exhaustive list present in blockchain for display. The ads are then displayed 

randomly until the very last ad. What happens next is that the cycle is recreated following the 

same steps. If there is no advertisement queued to be displayed on the panel, the SNP.network 

logo is shown or the internal advertising campaigns promoted on platform. 

Additional details of digital panels 

Digital panels require a 24/7 internet connection to be able to check the balance of advertisers as 

well as download videos from their internal memory. 

The panels can be subjected to existence checks by the AI algorithm, meaning for certain 

consensus users to verify the existence of the panel. If it is not found by three such users, the 

panel is excluded from the SNPad platform. 

If the panel looses the internet connection, the ads are automatically turned off and the SNP logo 

is displayed throughout the inactive period. 

If there is no user scanning any advertisement for an interval of 6 hours, the panel address or the 

master address requires the ping function to be executed for the smart-contract to confirm the 

presence; if there is a lack of confirmation, the panel would be temporarily disabled and removed 

fromthe list of active panels, causing the advertisers to not see that panel in their selections. 

A panel cannot display advertisements before its registration, therefore it would only display 

advertisements published after its registration. 

The filtering rules in the panel scripts are a mere reflection of those stipulated in the smart-

contract. 

SSNNPPaadd  tthhee  rraaddiioo  

Since it is a very popular advertising media that benefits from large customer numbers, SNPad 

thrives to evolve in this advertising segment as well. Radio advertising has not changed over 

times, even though the radio reception is now possible through the internet. SNPad offers the 

possibility to listen to filtered advertisements while being rewarded for their consumption, 

whether the user listens to the radio via the internet or through the classic FM reception solution. 



The low power FM broadcast 

Invented in 1933 by Edwin Armstrong, wide-band FM is worldwide used due to its ability to 

accurately reproduce original sound compared to other broadcasting technologies. [11] Local low 

power emission is possible without the necessity of obtaining a license in most countries. 

The law for low power FM broadcasting in the USA specifies that “Carrier Current stations and 

Campus Radio stations do not require a license to set up and operate. A carrier current station 

consists of an AM radiofrequency signal on a frequency between 535 and 1705 kHz injected into 

a power line. The effective service range of a carrier current station is approximately 200 feet (61 

meters) from the power line” [12] 

Low power emissions law in Canada: “Other FM transmitters certified under RSS-210 and RSS-

310, such as personal radio communication transmitters providing short range transmissions to 

nearby FM receivers (eg FM transmitters integrated in MP3 players) may be used without a radio 

license.” [13] 

Low power emissions law in Europe: “FM low power transmitters, also referred to as Band II 

LPD (low power devices) in the EN 301 357-2, are consumer products transmitting audio signals 

in the FM broadcast band (87.5 - 108 MHz) with radiated power levels up to a max. of 50nW. 

Such low power FM transmitters are typically used for the provision of a wireless link between a 

personal audio device, including mobile phone, and the in-car or home entertainment system.” 

[14] 

SNPad on FM radio 

Because the local low-power FM broadcasting is legal in most countries, SNPad has turned this 

asset into its competitive advantage, to update the radio advertising world. Through an FM 

dongle the users connect their home or car radio to the blockchain, having the old radio 

advertising model replaced by SNPad FM mode. Through SNPad FM, users can filter the ads 

they are willing to listen to and at the same time be rewarded for their consumption.  

Similarly to SNPad TV, the FM dongle requires a node that would communicate the advertising 

moment to the listening station. The FM dongle is installed in the personal car or at home in the 

vicinity of the radio. In order to work, the FM dongle needs an internet connection, either via 

Wi-Fi (hotspot) or 2G / 3G / 4G mobile internet.  

At the moment, there are available FM transmitters for users that allow them to broadcast on a 

frequency of their choice music or an audio source, within the limits of the law established in the 

specific country. The SNPad FM dongle uses the same principle. When the dongle detects sound, 

it compares the actual sound heard with that of the radio stations and detects on which channel 

the user's radio is running. Every 30 seconds the dongle runs this scan in order to detect any 

change of radio station. After confirming the radio station, it communicates with the node and 

verifies the advertising status of that channel and when the node confirms the active 

advertisement mode, the dongle starts the FM broadcast in the same frequency as the radio 

channel listened to by the user.  



Because the radio respects the "closest" roaming rule, it will consider the dongle the closest 

broadcast station at the frequency to follow and will ignore the original broadcast of the radio 

channel, decoding the audio signal transmitted by the dongle. That broadcast would feature audio 

commercials from SNPad platform advertisers. After the node confirms the exit from the 

advertising mode on the user's channel, it stops the FM broadcast of the dongle and the user is 

automatically switched back on the radio or on the previously listened FM channel. 

The user has the option to activate the "near" advertising mode which, depending on the current 

location of the dongle, would broadcast an advertisement when the user is in an area chosen by 

the advertiser. For example, the owner of a cafe publishes his advertisement on SNPad FM 

especially for the moment when the users are in the proximity his cafe. 

SNPad on internet radio stream 

The background operating procedure of the commercials is essentially the same the one used on 

SNPad FM, the only difference here being that the dongle no longer broadcasts in the FM radio 

band and it is no longer necessary to detect the channel by sound match.  

The SNPad Radio application comprises the list of radios that broadcast live via the Internet and 

runs these radios until the node confirms the switch to active advertising mode. The application 

stops the radio channel stream and starts the advertising campaign provided on the SNPad 

platform by the advertisers. When the node confirms the deactivation of the advertising mode on 

the radio station, it resumes the initial stream. 

SSNNPPaadd  iinn  tthhee  oonnlliinnee  eennvviirroonnmmeenntt  

Online advertising is preferred by advertisers due to the offered sets of tools available to 

publishers. The paradox is that in such an advanced system the user is the one who does not want 

to be part of it and shuts it down with programs like AdBlock. The amounts spent on online 

advertising campaigns are impressively huge and the internet user who becomes an ad consumer 

is not rewarded in any way for their invested time.  

Consumers leave under the strange impression that they are being spied on through the sensors 

of their devices to then be fed personalized advertisements. While Siri or Alexa explicitly react 

when these names are spoken, so can other applications react or run everything they "hear" in the 

background. However, there are really slim chances for that information to actually be listened 

to, but not impossible. The collected data is filtered and sent to third parties, for ads to be then 

displayed based on what the applications have collected.  

Unfortunately, SNPad cannot solve this big problem at the moment, but surely the laws will do it 

in the near future. However, we stand by our users, we offer them the needed support and 

contribute as much as we can for the right to online privacy. That's why we believe that 

advertisers need to understand that it is not necessary to specifically target the user; the user can 

become a consumer their own free choice, thus no longer requiring users' private details in order 

to offer them ads. Since advertisers no longer need those private details, consequently the 



companies that collect the data would lack the main reason for collect them, having no potential 

buyers. It is necessary to first educate the advertiser and to establish a close relationship between 

them and the consumer in order to be able to promote through modern advertising techniques, in 

a transparent way. 

We are aware of the potential impact that a project such as SNPad can bring to the current giant 

companies, but we must embrace the evolution and gain perspective, beyond the financial 

segment. 

In order to help the owners of ad hosting websites, SNPad offers the possibility of affiliation by 

inserting a javascript code in the header. Through this code, the website owner would receive 

25% of the reward offered by the advertiser. We strongly believe that AdBlock can be 

interchanged with SNPad AdReplace, thus the website owners' losses being minimized. 

SNPad AdReplace 

AdReplace is a browser plugin (add-on) compatible with Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, 

Opera, Safari, Internet explorer 9+, Yandex.Browser or Firefox Mobile. 

AdReplace behaves exactly like an adblocker; the only difference is that instead of blocking the 

ad, it replaces it with an ad filtered acording to the user's set prefferences. The advertisement is 

offered from the SNPad advertisers platform. AdReplace also has an ad pause option, which 

gives it the same functionality as an adblocker. 

AdReplace strives to reduce fraud and the accidental click on ads by implementing a simple and 

effective solution. When the user clicks on an advertisement, he is displayed two options: "Visit 

the ad" and "More". If the user clicks on "Visit de ad", they would visit the link provided by the 

advertiser. The "More" option displays the AdReplace add-on in the Advertisers tab and offers 

the user the opportunity to communicate with the advertiser; they can subscribe to the 

advertiser's ads, appreciate the content or even block if they dislike it. Users can leave comments 

for that ad and the advertiser can reply to them. 

Publishers that have the SNPad code in the website header would be automatically detected by 

AdReplace. Publishers receive 25% of their visitors' reward with the AdReplace add-on. 

  



SNPAD WEB PLATFORM 

 

The SNPad web platform can be accessed at: https://snpad.snp.network and is dedicated to 

advertisers, publishers and consumers (miners). One can use any classic browser or any web 

browser3. The web platform does not have a user login and password longin system, but in order 

to access a personal account it is necessary to use an Ethereum account. In classic Google 

Chrome browsers, the MetaMask add-on is mandatory. The web platform is responsive and can 

be used on mobile devices through browsers with web3 support (eg. Opera). 

At this moment in time, while this whitepaper is being written, there are four sections on the 

platform: "HOME", "ADs", "Financial", "Publisher zone". 

In the "HOME" section there is information about the transactions made on the platform and 

details regarding the current situation of users, advertisers and publishers. 

The "ADs" section is dedicated to advertisers and one can find information about the published 

ads and advanced settings can be accessed for each separate. It is in this section that all new ads 

would be published by advertisers. 

The "Financial" section contains the “Exchange” and “Add tokens” tabs, which make it easier to 

purchase SNP tokens and add them to the advertiser's budget. 

"Publisher zone" is dedicated to publishers and here digital panels can be registered along the 

STBs used by their users. 

AAddvveerrttiisseerr  aarreeaa  oonn  tthhee  wweebb  ppllaattffoorrmm  

In order to publish an advertisement through the SNPad platform on any of the SNPad 

destinations (TV, digital panel, radio or online), it is necessary to authenticate an Ethereum 

account. We will continue with examples for the classic browser that requires MetaMask 

authentication. 

When accessing the platform, the MetaMask add-on will inform you that your consent is needed 

for the platform to be granted account reading access. Once the consent has been given, the 

account would be displayed in the upper right corner (Session account: 0x01234 ...). If the 

account is visible, then the authentication on the platform has been successful. 

Advertising budget 

From the very beginning it should be known that any advertisement, regardless of its destination, 

participates in the consensus filtering where 20 consensus voters are randomly chosen to vote on 

whether or not the advertisement should be published on the SNPad platform. For the consensus 

vote, the advertiser would award the consensus voters a reward expresed SNP tokens amounting 

an equivalent value of 25 USD. This reward is distributed in full to the consensus voters for their 

activity. The consensus vote applies only to new ads and after receiving the consent of the voters, 



the advertiser can use this advertisement whenever he wants, on any of the destinations without 

being subjected to another consensus vote. 

In order to deposit SNP tokens in the advertiser's account, one only has to access the "Financial" 

section and then click "Add tokens". Select the desired number of tokens to be added to the 

account, taking into account the consensus reward and sign the MetaMask acceptance. After the 

confirmation in blockchain, the funds would be visible in the "Budget available" box. 

Uploading a new advertisement 

In order to upload a new ad, the advertiser accesses the "ADs" section, uses the "Choose file" 

function and then "Upload new advert". Once the file has been uploaded, MetaMask would 

request the consent for the consensus voter reward and it enters the consensus session for 30 

minutes. A minimum of 11 votes are required in order to complete the consensus session and the 

ad becomes active only if the majority has voted in favor.  

The advertisement must not contain scenes of violence, pornography, racism or religion; the 

filtering of these advertisements is also a task of consensus voters. If a majority is not decided in 

the allocated 30 minutes, the session requires an extension and the advertiser must select this 

from the advertisement page. The difference of consensus voters who did not express their vote 

will be singled out and the session would be extended by another 30 minutes. 

Reward and ad publishing area 

The “Ads” section contains all the ads uploaded by the advertiser in the form of a table. In this 

table we find the general information of the advertisement ("Budget allocated", "Status", "Date 

added") and an “Edit” button. By clicking on the "Edit" button, the ad editing page will be 

displayed. The advertiser sets the desired parameters for the advertisement on this page, from the 

environment in which they want the publication, the allocated budget, the publication area, the 

interaction mode, as well as other such settings.  

If the ad is new and has gained consensus approval, the advertiser must allocate the available 

budget for this ad to the account in the proper section. Once the advertisement has an allocated 

budget, it can be published on SNPad advertising media. Depending on the publishing area and 

the criteria selected as the maximum reward, a minimum allocated budget will be required, since 

the tokens for each destination are reserved before the ad being displayed.  

For example, if we want to publish on ten digital panels and these panels amount to a total of 40 

SNPs for scanning the QRcode by the user, the advertiser must allocate at least 40 SNP tokens in 

the budget allocated to the advertisement. The ads would only be published if the funds had been 

allocated before the ad is displayed. The display parameters are set one at a time, starting with 

the ad display area.  

Being a platform developed on blockchain, it is necessary to approve each interaction through 

MetaMask. The platform automatically detects the ad format and assigns the destination type 

accordingly, but the advertiser can change this parameter should they want it. 



The advertiser has the possibility to select the preferred area for displaying the advertisement, 

starting with the desired Continent, then the Country, followed by the County (state), City and 

the desired area or neighborhood. The advertiser can choose to publish the advertisement on any 

of the parent selections such as Continent, Country, County, City, but must keep in mind that any 

such choice covers all sub-selections. Along with the selection of the publishing area, the 

maximum reward the advertiser is willing to allocate for the consumers of the advertisement 

must also be selected. In the case of digital panels, the assigned reward is the one set by the 

publisher, but nonetheless it cannot exceed the limit set by the advertiser. 

In the moment of the area selection the advertiser is also informed about the number of devices 

his advertisement would be displayed on, as well as the needed minimum budget. 

Type of interaction 

In addition to the already provided information detailed in the above chapter dedicated to 

“SNPad interaction modes on digital panels” of this whitepaper, we also specify the fact that the 

selection of interactions is made from the parameters page of the advertisement. 

The main parameters page contains several tabs that can be extended, including the "Interaction 

settings". After extending this tab, four types of settings can be found and the advertiser is free to 

choose any of them. 

 


